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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I provide some thoughts on the moniker that adorns
our conference and technology: CUI. The name has proven to be
problematic, as evidenced through many provocation papers in
prior CUI conferences. The name presents a mismatch or a promise
that is not necessarily fulfilled by the technology. But what of this?
The name serves us well as a provocation itself, to think and reflect.
However, we must still be cautious: to learn from the past, pre-
occupying ourselves with metaphor risks a poor user experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conversational User Interfaces (CUIs) have arguably been never
better (in terms of efficacy, efficiency, aesthetics, availability, afford-
ability, and so on) and the pace of innovation is rapid with industry
and academics working around the world to understand their use
and to improve the experience for everyone. Accompanying this,
though, is bountiful critique—both in and outside of academia—for
the technology’s various embodiments. Some of this critique even
focuses on what we call these sorts of technologies. I want to stress
that, holistically taken, I believe this should all be regarded in a
positive light. It is these critiques that can provoke introspection,
revisionism, and innovation. But I want to take a moment to reflect
on just a modicum of this debate and to add what represents my
current state of mind1 about the CUI community, and its lust for
provocation, especially about the name CUI.

As such, this provocation paper seeks not to mimic existing stip-
ulations and perspectives of current technological limitations, to
highlight new problems per sé, or to even counter any existing

1At the time of writing, April 2021. My thoughts are fluid and open to change. I eagerly
look forward to discussing this further at CUI.
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critique. Instead, this paper embraces critique within the CUI com-
munity of our name. Before any reader-instigated excitement that
this paper offers a literature review to feast upon: it does not. This
year represents the third annual CUI conference, and thus it is far
too premature for a literature view of any substantive rigour2. In
this paper, I turn to reflect on only a subset of provocation papers
published in the proceedings of CUI ’19 and CUI ’20—which cer-
tainly only represents a fraction of the debate related issues with
AI-based technologies, much of which can be found elsewhere (e.g.,
[19]). I want to turn to the critique of the name of our community,
and the categorical moniker: the Conversational User Interface.

2 THE PROBLEMWITH CUI
As per The Pointy-Haired Boss in the first episode of the televi-
sion series Dilbert, the product name is the most important thing3.
As such, the natural commencement for many CUI provocation
papers is to take aim at the name of the technology and commu-
nity. The CUI name exists to represent the union of both textual
and auditory-driven interfaces, both forms of which have them-
selves a multitude of names—e.g., chatbots, speech interfaces, voice
user interfaces, voice-activated personal assistants, and so on. This
leads to a keyword soup in every CUI paper though. But what’s
wrong with calling this amalgam of technology a CUI? Well, for
the first two years of CUI, critiques have challenged the use of the
term ‘conversational’ [12], that wake words are unnatural [1], that
the multimodality of interhuman conversation implies technology
should attend to this multimodality [15], or that such interfaces
should be embodied themselves [7]. Chavez-Sanchez et al. [2] also
ask “How do we understand conversations?”, arguing we need to
consider the full gamut of vocal interaction when designing tech-
nologies for auditory interaction. This is perhaps not too surprising:
conversation is a term most of us will understand, in part because
we are all mostly competent conversationalists. Even the most rudi-
mentary examination of any CUI technology will elucidate that
this technology does not exhibit the full catalogue of features a
typical adult human can inject into their talk. In fact, you could
argue the technology often relies upon a crude approximation of
conversation, and perhaps the denomination of ‘request-response’
is more realistic [11].

However, conversational is not the only word to have provoked
the CUI community; Edlund [5] masterly route through their provo-
cation paper to an issue of HCI’s treatment of the word interface,
and crucially the idea of equating of “interaction with manipulation
of an interface”, suggesting a move beyond the regimented fram-
ing of interfaces, linking up with critiques of limiting ourselves to

2If you are looking for a literature review of speech-related technologies in HCI, I
recommend the comprehensive review by Clark et al. [4].
3The joke being, Dilbert thinks that deciding what the product will be is more
important.
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‘conversation’. Indeed, rarely is a CUI just an interface, but a more
complete system combining Internet of Things technologies, Ma-
chine Learning-driven decision making systems, and often remote
information retrieval systems. Simpson [17] seemingly concurs
with this, calling for researchers to move beyond GUI conceptuali-
sations of CUIs. It seems that an interface downplays the needs for
researchers and engineers to focus on the bigger picture with these
technologies. CSI: NY ’s use of the term ‘GUI interface’ to ‘track
an IP’ garnered mockery in the 2000s and, indeed, it is easy to fall
into this trap ourselves when describing a more involved system as
merely an interface.

Right now, the elephant in the room is the word user, perhaps the
least critiqued so far within CUI itself. In CUI, Sankaran et al. [14]
respond to notions of human autonomy being lost to machines, rais-
ing questions of who is the user, and what it is they do? Much of the
debate about user comes from outside of CUI though. Seberger [16],
with regards to the Internet of Things, asks if the technology is
ubiquitous, aren’t we all users? Or staying within the realm of
CUIs (but admittedly outside of the CUI conference), in reviewing
the underlying core principles of human-centred design, Giaccardi
and Redström [8] locate a need to consider more-than-human de-
sign, arguing that “we still tend to place the one-to-one interaction,
the sequence of touchpoints a user will encounter and interact
with, at the center of how we give form and expression to the de-
sign” [8]. Yet, increasingly algorithmic influences challenge notions
of agency, the modus operandi for design thinking needs to evolve.
CUIs are increasingly used as control points for Machine Learning
enhanced Internet of Things technologies, and act as a gateway to
algorithmically-influenced interactions. As such, we must also con-
sider our understanding of design, and our relationship with users,
moving beyond existing at-the-coalface idealisations of technology
to embrace the reality of systems ostensibly possessing agency.

The problem, as Reeves put it, is that “CUIs trade on various
category mistakes” [12]. Each word in CUI carries with it socio-
technical expectations, and in turn each engenders provocation.

3 THE PROBLEMWITH CUIS
Thus, perhaps I could have concluded with that summary but I
want to go further than simply treat the problem with the CUI
moniker as perhaps its mismatch between the reality, the imagined
technologies evoked by the name, the limits that some see that
name placing on designers’ thoughts about the capabilities of the
technology, and the disparity between the terms used by designers
and the commonly and academically understood meanings of those
words. Firstly, I think we must be cautious in avoiding the previous
mistakes of the AI community for we risk another AI winter [6]
beset with over-promises and under-deliverance. The ‘space race’ of
building ever-more realistic voices and devices capable of convers-
ing as much as possible [9], risks sidelining efforts to understand
the needs and benefits of CUIs—we must not eschew functional
improvements in favour of glitz. The promises of a fully-conversant
AI around the corner are only palatable for so long and investors
will tire, and academics will move on (as they have done before!).

I also turn to the wisdom of Suchman’s Plans and Situated Actions
to more eloquently demonstrate this problem space and howwe can
(should?) reorient our provocations. In the book, Suchman focuses

on the challenges users encounter with an intelligent photocopier
assistant, and concludes that people are “. . . left to contend with the
disparity between the hypothetical sequence of events on which
the design is based, and the action’s actual course”. Bringing this to
CUIs, the name, the promises, the dreams of what a CUI should be,
what we (attempt to) imbue in their design to make them ‘better’
becomes the metaphors and the things people need to navigate
to use the device. We must not ignore the fundamentals of what
we know about user experience, that “[t]he first requirement for
an exemplary user experience is to meet the exact needs of the
customer, without fuss or bother” [10]. CUIs are a means to an end:
they play our music, they manage alarms, they handle our todo lists.
When we become preoccupied with what a CUI is, isn’t, should
be, shouldn’t be, could be, and possibly couldn’t be, it is the ‘end
users’—the family in their kitchen [11], the visually impaired person
in their living room [13], the cyclist on their bike—who wants a
specific task to be completed, but must contend with designerly
concerns of adequate metaphors. A computer inserting a periodical
um [3] or a humanistic voice responding with chirpy affirmations
is amazing, but what of ‘getting things done’? Design is much more
than the aesthetic and yet, at least ostensibly, aesthetic is often
treated as the primary marker of a CUI’s capability.

4 THE PROBLEM?
Now, before anyone assumes this paper to be an anti-progress rant,
the above is not to say we should not pursue better text-to-speech
voices or better technologies for dealing with the disfluencies of talk.
Each innovation opens the door to new possibilities, new opportuni-
ties, and excites people to join our community to make the world a
better place. Better recognition means users can certainly complete
their tasks more easily and CUIs that sounds more aesthetically
pleasing may be more joyful to use (which is, of course, all part of
the user experience). Improved technology can be a betterment for
all of humanity.

This provocation is also not to say that we must not provoke
further. We must, and we must go deeper. But I feel we must move
beyond the naming of ‘our’ technology and community, and what
we can or cannot achieve. The moniker of CUI is perhaps not the
most descriptive or accurate of product names, but I ask, what is
in a name anyway? The mainstay of intellectual debate about the
name is valid and validated in my opinion. It also continues to
provide momentum for researchers, designers, and engineers to
critique. I wonder, what can we do if we see beyond the name. What
if we move beyond the obvious self-provocation of CUI, and instead
occupy ourselves with making the world better.

In concluding this abridged reflection, I celebrate the community
of provocateurs. The CUI conference provocations track is about
making sparks, inspiring thoughts, and building connections. To
this aim, it succeeds, and I say that together we can move forward
and ask not what CUI does for the technology or the community,
but what we can do for the world?
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